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Battle for the Republic 

 

 The 2020 Presidential election was nothing more than a barometer of the American psyche. A small 

skirmish in the big picture of things with the decisive battle yet to be engaged. The dark side has won this 

battle but we must make sure it’s not the last of the war. The rising of the people is called upon, not for the 

predesigned elective results but rather to motivate the judicial branch to do their duty. The Judicial Branch is 

the singular of the three branches of government that has no power other than keeping the other two true to 

the Constitution. Thus, only the rise of due process demonstrations will shake the courts.  

 Trump is capable in coalescing and cultivating this type of movement, but will he do it?  He must. No 

one else on the stage, or on the horizon, will do so. Sadly, not even our elected officials.  

 The movement of resistance needs to be focused on the cheaters and those that condoned the 

cheating to circumvent the law. The doctrine of due process and its fairness is at stake. The dark side has 

morphed from American hater into American hating cheaters. Nothing short of this label. No dialog needed. It 

plain and simple. The need to push back now, is paramount. The drug needed for closure of this year’s 

election is not time but resolve. A single legal thrust. A single question to be answered, “Are we a land of laws 

or are we not?” 

 The submission to be governed by laws rather than men is the gravamen. It is inseparable and 

intertwined with the submission to be governed by elected representation. Together they are the essence of 

our Republic, protected by the guarantees afforded in our Constitution and Bill of Rights. Those very 

guarantees are what created the American Jurisprudence. In its simplest terms, the will to be ruled by ballots 

rather than bullets. 

 

 Both concepts birthed Due Process; the glue of the Constitution. The right to elect those who will 

represent us, and do it fairly. 

 

 Our Constitution eloquently anointed The Supreme Court of the United States as the kings of due 

process. They are saddled as the arbitrators, the yin and yang, the protectors of the American fairness … our 

soul. Because when representation is not willingly given nor fairness provided, then the bullet becomes more 

powerful than the ballot. Here is where our high court cannot err. Not deciding the election controversy on its 

merit will doom the American dream and relinquish its gold standard of being ruled by laws, to that of men. 

This will justify in the minds of many that the ballot no longer rules the bullet.  
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 The Battle for the Republic has been set. It will occur in the Supreme Court of the United States, as it 

should. If our highest Court fails to decide this election on the merits, they are letting lower courts, politicians 

and press usurp their authority. Many rely on the lower courts to do their bidding when the legislators won’t. 

But many rely on the High court to save us from that very anarchy. The election fiasco is more of the same. 

One side cheated, but in all fairness was it sufficient? The lower courts profess the inhumanity of 

disenfranchising voters by invaliding their vote. How hollow. Don't they realize not doing so, eliminates the 

“essence” of the legal vote.  Right now there are enough Justices seated who possess the conscience to belly 

up to the bar and do their constitutional job ... but will they?  

 

Regardless, we need to marshal troops against the Cheaters! 

 

Resistance. 

 Use the play book left behind by the socialist democrats. Openly challenge the legitimacy of the Biden 

Presidency claiming it was obtained by fraud. Use that exact two word phase “Planned Fraud”. Blame the 

counters, not the voters. The counters “looking the other way” and ignoring the laws negated legal votes. 

 

Courts 

 Challenge every act or order by a Biden administration appointed person (see below for States). Bring 

suit in Federal Court on the utterance, as a violation of the Constitution. Make sure every complaint claims 

class action and abuse of discretion. This ups the ante on possible liability. Make sure each complaint includes 

the claim the “appointed person” was acting without legal authority. Remember, the court recently held Chad 

Wolf of DHS was not legally serving as the acting secretary of homeland security and, that all his orders and 

actions where therefor unconstitutional. Why? Because he was “installed” improperly. The process! Claim 

Biden cannot appoint anyone because he was “installed” by fraud.  

 Initiate a huge class action against Congress under the Federal Tort Claims Act for negligence. The 

House and Senate members knew, or should have known (that is a winning liability phrase in Federal court) 

that the certification of electoral votes by certain States was obtained in fraud. Be sure to enjoin the States 

officials that “authored” the certification.   
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Retribution 

 Just like above but a slight spin. Identify every official election player of a state and sue the group 

individually and personally under the Federal Tort Claims Act for violating election laws and conspiracy to 

commit fraud. We have actual film of these players in multiple states blocking or inhibiting the vote counting 

process. We have officials who declared in writing to changing or illegally marking ballots at the directions of 

high officials. Then create a crisscross of civil suits against other states. Here is an example. Let’s say Harry 

Reid, a citizen of Nevada sue the legislators of the State of Pennsylvania for violating his constitutional rights 

under the 4th and 14th amendment. The claim asserts they knew, or should have known, the vote totals for 

Biden were false and procured in fraud which contributed to Biden falsely winning the contest. The proximate 

result was a Trump loss and Biden win which created financial loss and hardship to Harry because Trump said 

he would not remove the tax breaks, which Harry Reid currently enjoys. Biden claimed he would remove them 

thereby creating a financial loss to Harry.  

Doxing 

 The Cheaters, bred in hatred, must be singled out. They must be publicly identified not as voters but as 

cheaters. They cheated or permitted cheating against millions of law-abiding American citizens. That is the 

thrust. They abused the process and knowingly cheated. They let others abuse the process to cheat. They 

cheated millions because of their hatred and intent to circumvent the law. A true Americans does not hate the 

Constitution or its laws and would never cheat it. Only a deviate would.  

 

 

Signed 

 

The American Patriot.  12/02/20 

 

 

 

 


